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Abstract
This paper introduces GSP, a group shared protection scheme, for wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) mesh
networks with dynamically arrived connection requests. Based on the (M:N)n control architecture, GSP has n mutually
independent protection groups (PGs), each of which containing N shared risk link groups (SRLG) disjoint working
paths protected by M protection paths. Due to the SRLG-disjointedness of the working paths in each PG, GSP not
only allows the spare capacity to be totally sharable among the corresponding working paths, but also reduces the number of working paths aﬀected due to a single link failure. Based on the framework, an integer linear program (ILP) formulation that can optimally reconﬁgure the spare capacity for a speciﬁc PG whenever a working–protection path-pair
joins is proposed. This approach is appropriate for a dynamic traﬃc scenario where inter-arrival time is large and where
arriving request can tolerate some delay, but may not be suitable where traﬃc arrival rate is high and incoming requests
need to be served within a few seconds. To trade the performance (i.e., capacity eﬃciency) with the computation complexity, two heuristics, namely ring-shared protection (RSP) and link-shared protection (LSP) are proposed. The proposed schemes are compared with an exiting one, namely the successive survivable routing (SSR). The simulation
results show that LSP, RSP and SSR yield similar performance in terms of resource sharing, whereas ILP outperforms
all of them by 6–16%. Due to the limited number of working paths in each PG, ILP can handle dynamically arrived
connection requests in a reasonable amount of time. Also, we ﬁnd that the number of aﬀected working paths in
GSP is about half of that in SSR. We conclude that GSP provides a scalable and eﬃcient solution for dynamic spare
capacity reconﬁguration following the (M:N)n control architecture.
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1. Introduction
The design of survivable wavelength division
multiplexing (WDM) based optical networks is
crucial. In this perspective, several path protection
and restoration techniques have been proposed in
the recent years. The (M:N)n protection architecture [1] is likely to serve as a basis for spare capacity management in the generalized multi-protocol
label switching (GMPLS) standard control protocol for next-generation WDM backbone networks.
In the (M:N)n protection architecture, n protection
groups (PGs) are deﬁned in the network, each of
which supports N working paths protected by a
pool of M protection paths. This paper introduces
GSP, a group shared protection scheme, based on
the (M:N)n control architecture, and aimed at providing a general approach for dynamic survivable
routing in optical mesh networks. The design
objectives for GSP are to obtain a high degree of
sharing and to limit the number of lightpaths subject to a single failure at a given time. GSP is also
expected to signiﬁcantly reduce the control overhead in terms of spare capacity management by
sub-grouping working lightpaths into multiple
PGs. The envisioned features of the GSP scheme
will create the basis for providing an eﬃcient solution to deal with single failure and its extension to
the multiple failures scenario.
The concept of shared risk link group (SRLG)
is central to the development of our GSP scheme.
SRLG is deﬁned as a group of network elements
(i.e., links, nodes, physical devices, software/protocol entities, or a combination thereof) subject
to the same risk of single failure. In practice, an
SRLG may contain multiple seemingly unrelated
and arbitrarily selected links/nodes. The fact that
two paths do not take any common SRLG is referred to as the SRLG-disjointedness, which is required for achieving 100% restorability under a
single failure scenario if one of the paths is taken
as the working path and the other is taken as the
protection path. A working path is considered involved in a SRLG only if it traverses any net-

work element that belongs to the SRLGs. A
path may be involved in multiple SRLGs. This
paper focuses on the case where each arc in the
network topology is an SRLG, and where an
arc is composed of two links in opposite directions terminated by two adjacent nodes in the
network topology. Thus, a working path traversing through H hops will be involved in H diﬀerent SRLGs. We work under the assumption
that the probability of failure for each physical
conduit is independent. In other words, to
achieve 100% restorability, it is suﬃcient and necessary for every link traversed by the working
path to be protected by at least one link-disjoint
protection path. In the event where a failure
interrupts a working path, the switching fabric
in each node along the corresponding protection
path is conﬁgured by prioritized signaling mechanisms; then traﬃc-switchover is performed to recover the original service supported by the
working path. Therefore, the protection path of
diﬀerent working paths can share spare capacity
if their working paths are not involved in any
common SRLG. In other words, whether two
protection paths can share spare capacity depends
on the physical location of their working paths.
The dependency is the reason for the existence
of the SRLG constraint [1]. A simple example is
shown in Fig. 1 where W1 and P1 form a working
and protection path pair. The backup path of W2
(another working path) should exclude the possibility of using any of the spare capacity (or wavelength channels) taken by P1 because W2
traverses link A–B, which shares the same risk
of a single failure with W1.

W1

A B
2
P1

1

W2
Fig. 1. An example to illustrate the SRLG constraint.
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The development of optimal or near optimal
solutions for dynamic reconﬁguration of the spare
capacity that can be both capacity- and computation-eﬃcient is a diﬃcult problem. This is particularly the case in large-scale networks where the
reconﬁguration process has to consider the global
traﬃc distribution. In addition, the dependency
between the working paths and the corresponding
spare capacity further increases the computation
complexity.
To implement our proposed GSP scheme, an
integer linear programming (ILP) approach is used
to reconﬁgure the spare capacity and to allocate
the working and protection path pair in a single
step for the current connection demand. Because
of the computational complexity involved in the
ILP approach, it is appropriate for a dynamic trafﬁc scenario where inter-arrival time is large and
arriving requests can tolerate some delays, but
may not be an acceptable solution when traﬃc
arrival rate is high and incoming requests need to
be served within a few seconds. To trade the
performance (i.e., capacity eﬃciency) with the
computation complexity, two heuristics, namely
ring-shared protection (RSP) and link-shared protection (LSP), are proposed. RSP extends the pcycle based path protection technique [25] for
creating a protection ring which protects all linkdisjointed routed working paths in a PG. LSP follows a two-step approach [5] for setting up the
working path and the corresponding protection
path sequentially in a PG. Simulations are conducted to verify the GSP scheme, and a comparison is made with the successive survivable routing
(SSR) [6] based on three metrics: (a) the total
capacity in terms of wavelength channels; (b) the
total number of working lightpaths aﬀected due
to a single failure; and (c) load distribution along
each link in the network. We ﬁnd that GSP is very
suitable approach for realizing the (M:N)n architecture, and results in a scalable control and management on the spare network capacity.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related works. Section 3
describes the proposed GSP scheme, its ILP formulation and the proposed heuristics. Section 4
shows the simulation results. Section 5 concludes
the paper.

2. Related work
A number of recent works focused on shared
path protection [5–20,22–26]. Most of these works
derive the working path ﬁrst and then determine
the corresponding protection path from the residual network topology. This approach is referred to
as the two-step-approach [5], where working paths
are routed with the maximum freedom. In [6,7],
solutions for deriving the protection path are presented without considering the working path. In
order to ﬁnd the least-cost working and shared
protection path pair [5,8,9], consider the location
of the working path by inspecting k-shortest paths
between each source–destination pair one after
the other in an ascending order. The approach
adopted in the above schemes consists in exhaustively enumerating the k-shortest paths. To speed
up the routing process, an algorithm named active-path-ﬁrst with potential backup cost (APFPBC) is proposed in [10]. This algorithm aims at
increasing the chances of ﬁnding a cheaper protection path by considering the location of the working path. To improve on [10], Ho and Mouftah [5]
proposes an approach named maximum likelihood
relaxation (MLR), which ﬁnds the working path
using a cost function that minimizes the reciprocal
of the product between the total link cost and the
maximum number of links with suﬃcient sharable
spare capacity in the network. In [26], the authors
proposed two schemes namely shared-path partial
path protection (SP-PPP), and greedy-partial path
protection (greedy-PPP) with a dynamic traﬃc scenario. The greedy-PPP and SP-PPP select a speciﬁc
protection path for each link along a primary path
where wavelengths can be shared among protection paths. Greedy-PPP is formulated as an ILP,
which is a discrete optimization problem. Due to
the signiﬁcant computation complexity involved
in this scheme, SP-PPP was proposed. Both
schemes are then compared against the shared
path-protection scheme [26], which is also a
discrete optimization problem formulated as an
ILP. None of the above approaches exploit the
functions of group protection and resource sharing
among the protection groups, which is integral to
GMPLS. In [25], the authors extend the conventional ‘‘span-protecting’’ p-cycles [19] to a ‘‘path-
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protecting’’ p-cycle scheme where static working
traﬃc demands are considered. This is typical in
many existing works [14–17] where NP-hard optimization processes based on static working traﬃc
demands are used.
Comparing with related works [1–4] where
working lightpaths in the network are subgrouped, our GSP scheme considers working lightpaths in each PG as SRLG-disjointedly routed. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst work
that attempts to optimally reconﬁgure the spare
capacity in each PG (where working paths are
routed link-disjointedly) using ILP in a dynamic
traﬃc scenario.

3. Group shared protection (GSP)
3.1. GSP foundation
The common Control and Measurement Plane
(CCAMP) working group has recently proposed
an architecture for an (M:N)n shared protection
[1]. With (M:N)n, each of the n PGs in an (M:N)
recovery scheme has N working paths and a total
of M protection paths. Some of the M protection
paths in each (M:N) group are shared with other
PGs while the rest are dedicated only to that particular group. Although the proposed GSP framework is based on this control architecture, it
possesses the following unique properties: (a) the
number of working paths in each of the n PGs is
SRLG-disjointedly routed and thus well constrained; (b) it provides 100% intra-group sharing
while not allowing inter-group sharing; (c) unlike
(M:N)n architecture, a PG in GSP can contain
working paths between any source–destination
pairs, while the (M:N)n framework only allows
working paths to be set up between a particular
source destination pair in a PG.
In addition to the scalability that can be gained
due to the sub-grouping of the network traﬃc in
the control plane, the restoration process can be
more easily handled with GSP. Indeed, in case of
a link failure, all the working paths passing
through the link subject to the failure get interrupted, leading to a high restoration cost. This
not only introduces the restoration overhead at
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the optical layer, but also generates alarms to higher
layers known as failure propagation. Since GSP
requires the working paths to be link-disjointedly
routed in a single PG, the number of working
paths along a link is upper-bounded by the number of PGs in the network. Thus, the number of
working paths aﬀected by a single failure is also
well bounded. Fig. 2 explains how an incoming
connection request can be placed into an appropriate PG.
Fig. 3 gives an example on the (M:N)n protection architecture considered in our study. In this
example, let six lightpaths be required to be established, and the link-disjointedness of working
paths be taken as the grouping policy. In PG 1
(Fig. 3a), three working paths are protected by
two protection paths, where the two working paths
between nodes 1 and 6 completely share their spare
resources. In PG 2 (Fig. 3b), three link-disjoint
working paths are protected by three protection
paths, where path 2 shares spare resources partially
with path 1. In the terminology of GMPLS, PG 1
and PG 2 are represented as (2:3)1 and (3:3)2,
respectively.

Traffic arrival
(src-dst)
i ←1

Route src-dst linkdisjointedly with
existing paths in i th
PG

NO

i++

NO
YES

End of
traffic
entry

Routing
possible?

YES

NO

End of
existing
groups?
YES

END
Create a new
group and
route src-dst

Fig. 2. Establishing a newly arrived connection request into a
PG.
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Fig. 3. (a) Ten node topology, (b) PG 1, and (c) PG 2.

In the following two subsections, the ILP
formulation and two heuristics are introduced
for realizing the GSP scheme.
3.2. ILP formulation
An ILP approach is proposed to optimally
reconﬁgure the existing protection capacity in a
PG while setting up the working–protection path
pair for the current request in a dynamic traﬃc
scenario. It can be solved in a reasonable amount
of time using the commercial optimizer CPLEX
[21] because the number of working and protection path-pairs is limited by the network topology. Thus, the proposed ILP can be well suited
to the dynamic traﬃc scenario. ILP is solved
based on the current link-state whenever there
is an incoming connection request. Not only will
the working and protection path pair corresponding to the current call be settled, but also the
spare capacity in the PG will be reconﬁgured so
that sharing of spare capacity is maximized.
The following describes how our ILP is realized
in GSP scheme for spare capacity reconﬁguration:
Let k be the newly arrived connection request
for which the working path wk and protection
path pk need to be established in a PG so that
sharing of spare capacity is maximized in that
PG. Let W be the set of all existing working
paths in a PG and let N be the number of work-

ing paths in that group. Now k = N + 1 for that
PG which means the kth working–protection
pair need to be setup in that PG. Let
W = {w1, w2, . . ., wk1} and P = {p1, p2, . . ., pk1}
be the set of all existing working and protection
paths respectively in that particular PG. Note
that, while setting up the working–protection pair
for kth connection request for a group, only P
will be reconﬁgured.
Let xki;j be a binary variable that takes on a value
of 1 if working path k goes through link (i, j) and 0
otherwise. A set of these values (i.e., x1i;j ; x2i;j ;
. . . ; xk1
i;j ) provides link-state information to the
ILP for a current connection request k. These
values are collected and supplied to the ILP. Let
y ki;j indicates whether a wavelength is used by protection path k on link (i, j). This binary variable
takes on a value of 1, if wavelength is used, 0
otherwise. Let zi,j indicates whether a wavelength
is used by any protection path on link (i, j). This
binary variable takes on a value of 1, if wavelength
is used, 0 otherwise.
Given a network G(V, E), a newly arrived connection request k, a link-state table L (that tells
which link is being used by which working paths
in a group); following ILP establishes working–
protection path pair for a connection request k
such that the total number of wavelengths used
for working and protection paths are minimized
by reconﬁguring the existing protection wavelengths:
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Minimize

XX
i;j

xki;j þ

X

k

zi;j ;

ð1Þ

i;j
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Arrival
i ←1

Subject to

8
if i ¼ src;
<1
xki;j 
xkj;i ¼ 1 if i ¼ dst;
:
j
j
0
otherwise;
8
if i ¼ src;
>
<1
X
X
y ki;j 
y kj;i ¼ 1 if i ¼ dst;
>
:
j
j
0
otherwise;
X
X
k
k
xi;j þ
xj;i 6 1;

X

k

X

ð2Þ

Solve the ILP
on the i

th

i++

PG

ð3Þ
ð4Þ

feasible
solution?

NO

NO
n==i

k

xki;j þ y ki;j þ xkj;i þ y kj;i 6 1;

ð5Þ

y ki;j 6 zi;j .

ð6Þ

Eq. (1) is the target function aiming to establish working–protection path pairs such that the
total number of wavelength channels used is minimized by the maximum sharing of protection resource. Eq. (2) is ﬂow conservation constraint for
working paths that ensures the connectivity between respective source–destination pairs. Eq.
(3) is ﬂow conservation constraint for protection
paths that ensure the connectivity between respective source–destination pairs. Eq. (4) is a link disjoint constraint which ensures that link (i, j) can
only be used by a single working path in a group.
Note that a set of (x1i;j ; x2i;j ; . . . ; xk1
i;j ) variables represent the current link state information for a
particular PG for a current connection request
k. These link state values (i.e., x1i;j ; x2i;j ; . . . ; xk1
i;j )
are supplied to the ILP. Eq. (5) ensures that a
working path and its corresponding protection
path are always link-disjoint. Eq. (6) ensures the
maximum sharing of the wavelength among protection paths.
There could be two scenarios when ILP is applied to a PG. Case 1: There is only one group in
the network, ILP is applied to the only existing
group and if the current connection k cannot be
satisﬁed, then a new group is created and ILP is applied to that new group to satisfy k. Case 2: There is
more than one group in the network. ILP is only
applied to the next group if a connection k cannot
be satisﬁed by the previous group. If a connection
cannot be established by any of the existing groups,
then a new group is created to satisfy k.

YES

END

YES

Create a new
PG

Fig. 4. Managing connection requests using ILP.

Let us assume that there is currently n PG in the
network and a new connection request k arrives
that needs to be satisﬁed through ILP. The ﬂowchart in Fig. 4 explains how ILP is used to manage
the dynamic connection request for spare capacity
reconﬁguration.
Note that all the existing protection capacity
is totally re-conﬁgured using ILP every time a
connection request arrives.
3.3. Heuristics
The above ILP scheme is appropriate for a
dynamic traﬃc scenario where inter-arrival time
is large and where arriving request can tolerate
some delay, but may not be suitable where traﬃc
arrival rate is high and incoming requests need
to be served within a few seconds. To trade
the performance (i.e., capacity eﬃciency) with
the computation complexity, two heuristics,
namely ring-shared protection (RSP) and linkshared protection (LSP) are proposed. DijkstraÕs
shortest path algorithm (in terms of hop count)
is adopted as routing scheme for determining
working and protection paths. The following
three rules are used while describing the
heuristics:
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Rule 1: All the working paths in a PG G have to
be mutually link-disjoint.
Rule 2: Working path W and its corresponding
protection path P are link disjointedly
routed in a PG.
Rule 3: A protection ring R needs to cover all
source–destination nodes of existing
working paths in a PG.
3.3.1. Ring shared protection (RSP)
RSP creates a protection ring which protects all
link-disjointed routed working paths by covering
all the source–destination node pairs of those
working paths in a PG.
Fig. 5a and b explain ring-shared protection.
Working paths (A–B–C–J), (C–L–I) and (F–K–I)
in a PG are link-disjointedly routed (Rule 1).
Now a protection ring needs to be established that
will protect all these working paths. Rule 3 will be
followed for this purpose. According to Rule 3,
node A, J, C, I and F are required to be covered
by the protection ring. Given a set of nodes in a
network on which an optimal ring needs to be created is NP-hard [11]. For computational eﬃciency,
the following heuristic is proposed for creating
such a ring.
Given a network G(V, E) and a set of nodes to
be covered by the ring R, RSP works as follows
to ﬁnd ring R in a group:
Output: Protection Ring R
Initialize: R
Null, RingNodeSet
all src–dst
pairs of working paths in a group, RingEnd
any node randomly chosen from RingNodeSet,
Src
RingEnd
Remove Src from RingNodeSet

For
ShortestPathSet
all the shortest paths
between Src to all nodes in RingNodeSet
LeastCostPath
minimum cost path in
ShortestPathSet
Dst
destination node of LeastCostPath
R
R [ LeastCostPath
update G by deleting all (i, j), (i, j) 2
LeastCostPath
Src
Dst
Remove Dst from RingNodeSet
If (number of nodes in RingNodeSet == 1)
Then exit the loop
End For
LastRingHop
shortest path from Src to
RingEnd
R
R [ LastRingHop
By applying the above algorithm, protection
ring A–B–C–J–I–K–F–A (Fig. 5b) is constructed
that protects all three working paths. Note that
in RSP, only the protection resources (i.e., protection ring) are reconﬁgured every time a connection
requests arrives in a PG. DijkstraÕs shortest path
algorithm (in terms of hop count) is adopted as
routing scheme in RSP. A PG starts with only
one source–destination pair. The size of a PG increases whenever it accommodates a new connection request. Fig. 6 explains how dynamic
connection request is managed in RSP.
In Fig. 6, there is n number of existing PGs.
Upon arrival of a new connection request, RSP
starts checking sequentially the n PGs whether a
link-disjoint working path can be established for
new connection request along with the protection
ring. As soon as it ﬁnds a PG that satisﬁes these

Fig. 5. (a) Three link-disjoint working paths (A–B–C–J), (C–L–I) and (F–K–I) in a PG. (b) Protection ring A–F–K–I–J–C–B–A
provides protection for three working paths in (a).
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Arrival
i ← 1

Working path
possible in ith
group?

YES

i++

NO
NO

Ring possible
in ith group ?

NO

n==i

Fig. 7. Link-shared protection (LSP).

YES
YES

END

Create a new
PG

Fig. 6. Managing connection arrival in RSP.

requirements, it accommodates the new connection in that PG. If there are no groups available
where the new connection can be accommodated,
it creates a new PG and accommodates the request
in (n + 1)th group. It is important to note that
RSP does not follow Rule 2 as protection is provided through a ring.
3.3.2. Link shared protection
In link-shared protection, any connection request is satisﬁed by setting up a working–protection path pair in a group based on the current
link state information. This scheme follows a
two-step approach [5] for setting up working path
W and corresponding protection path P sequentially in a group. Once a protection path is chosen
by this scheme, the link cost along that path becomes zero for any future protection path in that
PG. In other words, once a wavelength is used
on a link in a group, that wavelength can be used
by any other protection path with no cost in that
particular PG.
Fig. 7 explains the link-shared protection. A
working and protection path pair is established
in this group through D–K–I and D–E–F–L–I,
respectively. According to the LSP, protection link
cost database is updated by assigning a zero cost

to link segments D–E–F–L–I and this updated link
cost database will be applied to any future protection paths in this particular PG. Now, to establish
a protection path for working path E–G–H–I,
path E–F–L–I will be chosen (with a cost of zero).
LSP follows Rules 1 and 2. Note that in LSP,
existing protection capacity in a PG is never reconﬁgured. A dynamically arrived connection request
is satisﬁed by checking Rules 1 and 2 without
reconﬁguration of existing protection capacity.
In Fig. 8, there is n number of existing PGs.
Upon arrival of a new connection request, LSP

Arrival
i ←1

Working path
possible in i th
group?
YES

i++
NO

Protection path
possible in i th
group?

NO

NO
n==i
YES

YES

END

Create a new
PG

Fig. 8. Managing connection arrival in LSP.
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starts checking sequentially the n PGs whether a
link-disjoint working path can be established for
new connection request along with the protection
path. As soon as it ﬁnds a PG that satisﬁes these
requirements, it accommodates the new connection in that PG. If there are no groups available
where the new connection can be accommodated,
it creates a new PG and accommodates the request
in (n + 1)th group. Similar to RSP, size of the PG

in LSP increases whenever it accommodates a new
connection request.

4. Results and discussion
The simulation is conducted on eight diﬀerent mesh networks [6,12] shown in Fig. 9, which
are chosen as representatives of typical mesh

Fig. 9. (a) 10 node topology, l = 22, d = 4.4; (b) 12 node topology, l = 25, d = 4.17; (c) 13 node topology, l = 23, d = 3.54; (d) 15 node
topology, l = 23, d = 3.07; (e) 17 node topology, l = 31, d = 3.65; (f) 18 node topology, l = 27, d = 3.00; (g) 23 node topology, l = 27,
d = 3.00 (h) 50 node topology, l = 82, d = 3.28.
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topologies. The CPLEX linear optimizer is used to
solve the proposed ILP. The performance metrics
used in the simulation are (a) the total number
of wavelengths taken by working and protection
paths, (b) the number of aﬀected working paths,
and (c) the load distribution along each link in
the network. The following assumptions are made.
(a) Every connection request is a single lightpath
that occupies a wavelength channel while traversing through the corresponding links. (b) The number of wavelengths along each link is inﬁnite. (c)
Each connection request arrives at the networks
according to a Poisson process and departs after
a period of time deﬁned by an exponential distribution function. (d) Each node can serve as an ingress or egress node in the network with full
wavelength conversion. (e) DijkstraÕs shortest path
algorithm (in terms of hop count) is adopted as the
routing scheme for determining working and protection paths.
Since the objective of this study is to compare
the performance of ILP and the heuristics in terms
of capacity utilization, some constraints are relaxed to avoid connection blocking. This relaxation includes keeping the number of wavelength
channels along each link very high and assuming
that each link has a full wavelength conversion
capacity.
Table 1 shows the simulation results for the
number of wavelengths required by the standard
dedicated protection (SDP), ring-shared protection (RSP), link-shared protection (LSP), ILP,
and SSR. DijkstraÕs shortest path algorithm (in
terms of hop count) is adopted in implementing
SDP where working path is ﬁrst established following a dedicated protection path link-disjointedly routed with the working path. In SDP, there
is no sharing of protection wavelength channels
among the protection paths.
The computation time for allocating a connection with ILP ranges from a few seconds to a
few minutes, depending on the size and degree of
the networks. Heuristics take much less time compared to reconﬁgurable ILP.
From Table 1, it is clear that (a) LSP, RSP and
SSR show similar performance; (b) ILP outperforms LSP, RSP and SSR schemes by 6–16%, 7–
16% and 9–16%, respectively.
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Table 1
Total wavelengths used by protection schemes
jV j

SDP

LSP

RSP

ILP

SSR

10
12
13
15
17
18
23
50

370
418
486
645
569
662
835
1114

298
356
423
573
504
589
738
1008

284
336
397
594
498
563
759
1061

250
306
353
504
422
525
680
884

300
349
423
586
480
587
750
1026

The objective of measuring the number of
working paths aﬀected due to any single failure
is to see how much less working paths are aﬀected
using group based approach with a scenario where
no grouping is considered. For this experiment,
SSR is applied in the network where grouping is
not considered and LSP is applied considering
grouping in the network. Table 2 shows the average number of aﬀected working paths due to a single failure in GSP and SSR. Experimental results
show that 31–55% less working paths are aﬀected
by a single failure in GSP than SSR in each network topology. This fact leads into a signiﬁcant
reduction in restoration overhead.
We also observe the traﬃc distribution while
using diﬀerent schemes. To investigate the eﬀect
of grouping, LSP and SSR [6] are implemented
and compared for the cases of grouping and
non-grouping, respectively. Due to the disjointedness of working paths in each group, GSP yields
the network traﬃc much more evenly distributed
along each link compared with that by SSR, leading to a better total throughput. Fig. 10 shows the
load distribution in the 23-node network, where

Table 2
The number of aﬀected working paths due to a single failure
jV j

GSP

SSR

10
12
13
15
17
18
23
50

13
13
12
11
11
10
9
9

24
27
22
17
18
22
19
13
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Link Load

23 node network
20
18
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8
6
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2
0
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GSP

1 5 9 13 17 21 25 29 33 37 41 45 49 53 57
Link

Fig. 10. Load distribution in GSP and SSR—comparison
between the cases of grouping and non-grouping.

Through simulations, we evaluated our proposal and compared it with an existing one,
namely the successful survivable routing (SSR).
The simulation results showed similar performance in terms of resource sharing (i.e., number
of wavelengths used) for LSP, RSP and SSR, while
the ILP-based scheme outperforms all the others
by 6–16%. Also, with GSP, the number of aﬀected
working paths in case of a single link failure is
around half of that with SSR. This yields a significant saving in restoration overhead. In light of the
obtained results, we believe that GSP is a suitable
scheme for highly scalable and survivable networks such as the future optical Internet.

we assume that the number of wavelengths along
each link is inﬁnite.
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